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A patriot is known
by the interest he
takes in the education of the young.Horace Mann.

VOLUME XIV

OREGON NORMAL SCHOOL, MONMOUTH, OREGON,

Be ashamed to die
untll you have won
some victory for humanity. Horace
Mann.

SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1937

NUMBER 12

Courses Outlined Leading Figures of Educational Conference Annual Meeting
For Coming Term
Convenes Today
Two-Week Course To Be
Offered for Teachers
Now in Field

Dr. David Snedden Will

On June 7, 1937, a special twoweek session will begin at the Oregon Normal School for those teachers who wish to attend a short session which offers only such work as
will make for professional growth.
In addition to this special course.
the six-week.5 course, and later a
five-weeks course will be offered.
The first term will begin June 7
and end July 16 and the second
term will extend from July 19 to
August 20.
All of the regular summer courses
are being offered again. Several
changes have been recommended for
the two-weeks course, but have not
yet been passed on by the Board of
Higher Education. The tentative
schedule of courses is as follows:
Crafts for Primary Grades, a course
intended especially for primary
teachers; Reading Activities in Primary Grades, which considers several phases of a reading program
including reading readiness, use of
reading skills, and recently published material on good habits, phonics,
and reading tests;
Education
Through Creative Activities for Pri.q1ary Grades; Education Through
Creative Activity for Intermediate
Grades; Education Through Creative Activity for Upper Grades; The
Elementary School Principal; Leaders in Modern Education; Current
Trends in Children's Books; Tr~nds
and Current Problems in International Relations; School Programs
in the Elementary Grades; Modern
Trends in Psychology.

At nine o'clock this morning
teachers and school administrators
throughout the state of Oregon attended the opening of the annual Educational Conference which is being
held on the Oregon Normal School
campus today,
The general subject for the conference this year is quotation from
Horace Mann: "The Improvability
of Man through Education." The
, leading speaker for the conference
GREETINGS:
- - - I is Dr. David Snedden of Palo Alto,
For 11 years, Education Day at
California. Dr. Snedden is nationalDOCTOR DAVID SNEDDEN
ly known as an exceptional speaker
the Oregon Normal School has
and an advanced thinker in the
been an occasion of great interest
field of education. Since the conferto city superintendents, princience commemorates the life work
pals, and teachers in elementary
of Horace Mann, Dr. Snedden is
schools. Men and women of rec ·
well qualified as leading speaker,
ognized educational leadership
appear on the program, and give
As a part of the exhibit of the because he was one of Mann's most
s u c h inspiration, information,
work of children in the training noted successors as Commissioner of
Education of Massachusetts. Dr.
and guidance as will promote
schools, a display is being shown of
Snedden took his A.M. degree at
professional growth. New acquaintances among the leader- activities carried on in the school at Columbia University in New York
in 1901 and his Ph.D. in 1907. Since
ship in elementary education are Independence.
ma.de and old acquaintances are
CircuE posters and costumes are 1906 Dr. Snedden has been steadily
renewed.
being displayed by the children in contributing to the educational field
Perhaps it is not too much to the first grade. This exhibit is a books and articles dealing with education in America.
say that no conference in Oregon
Of particular interest to principals
so promotes elementary educa- part of the regular work of this
grade.
and administrators is the presence
tion as does Education Day at
A table project depicting fairy- of Professor Thomas R. Cole of
the Oregon Normal School.
On behalf of our faculty, I ex- land and a display of fairy picture~ Seattle. Professor Cole formerly was
tend to one and all who are here illustrates the activities of the sec- I superintendent of schools in Seattle
today our heartfelt greetings and ond grade literature class. A frieze, and now is professor of education
our best wishes that you find the "How M~il Is ~arried" has also been at the University of Washington. In
preparea by this class.
collaboration with certain profesday most profitably spent.
Creative English work, which con- sional colleagues, Professor Cole has
J. A. Churchill,
President, Oregon Normal School !.ists of sLories and illustratior,:; and recently written a book entitled
backdrop,,s for a desert scene, consti- "The Beginning superintendent,"
Dessert Dance Given tutes the exhibit arranged by the which promises to be readily acJessica Todd Hall residents held lhird grade chii.iren.
cepted by educators in administraa dessert dance Friday, April 9.
An exhibit on trees has been made tive positions, particularly by those
Patrons and patronesses for the by the fourth grade. This exhibit in relatively small districts. Last
affair were Mr. and Mrs Delmer includes specimen trees planted by fall Professor Cole taught a 10-week
Dewey, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ave- the children, charts, and maps made seminar to departmental heads of
rill, and Miss Hilda Swenson.
by the group in order to carry on Seattle high schools. The course
committees for the dance were their study.
proved so valuable that it is to reBetty Hafenbrack, patrons and paStudents in the eighth grade are main a feature in the curriculum of
tronesses; Roberta Kidder, music; displaying Lhe puppet show which the college of education at the
Hazeldean Emery, reception: and they completed as their project for
(Continued on Page Six)
Lillian Anderson, refreshments.
the term.
\
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Men's Honorary Ends

Elementary Schools To
Hold Music Festival

Speak at Assembly;
Exhibits Planned

a

I

PROFESSOR THOMAS COLE

Tuberculin Test To
Be Offered Monday
On Monday, April 26, between 4
and 5 o'clock students of the Oregon Normal School will be given the
opportunity to take the tuberculin
test at the Health Service office.
This test is an important step in
the prevention and cure of tuberculosis among the future school teachers of the state.
Because of the fact that the ages
from 15 to 25 years show a high percent of tuberculosis infection, students are urged to have the test
while it is available withou~ extra
expense.
Arrangements have been made to
have those students who show a
positive reaction to the test examined and flouroscoped by Dr. G. C.
Bellinger in Salem. This may be
considered a privilege to have a
specialist in the field of tuberculosis assist in this program.
Tuberculin tests have been given
for a number of years in the Oregon
schools, and have proved to be a
simple and harmless test. Many
counties require their teachers to
have this test before they are permitted to teach in the schools. It
serves to protect the teacher as well
as the children with whom they
come in contact in the classroom.
Again, all students are urged to
take the test and thereby settle any

Independence Exhibits
Projects of Children

I

On Friday, April 30, the fifth annual Polk County Music Festival of
the elementary school children will
be held on the O.N.S. campus. The
900 children who will meet Friday
morning for a rehearsal, will represent most of the schools in Polk
county.
This music festival has been a
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE PROGRAM
feature of the O.N.S. activities since
Morning Program
1933, when it was instigated by Mrs.
Florence Hutchinson a n d Miss question as to whether there is a 9:00-10:20 - General Assembly in Auditorium
possibility of tuberculosis infection
Address of Welcome-President J. A. Churchill
Grace Maurie Mitchell.
present. An early diagnosis will help
From the Writings of Horace Mann-Oregon Normal student
·r ·
The program for the affair is as Oregon to eliminate this disease.
Address-Dr. David Snedden, Palo AIto, C a l i orma
f 10:30-12:00 - Section Meetings
.
. .
follows: "Activity," Bennett; "Little
O
1. Primary (Rooms 11 and 13) Mrs. C. C. Bnedv,:en, p1;'es1ding.
Gray Church," Bennett; "Military The state may save thousands
dollars which can be spent in cure
Address-Dr. Anette M. Phelan, New York city
. .
Escort," Bennett. by the band, F. T. and treatment of those cases which
2. Intermediate and Advanced (Audit.) Rex Putnam. pr~s1ding
Ellefson, director.
were not discovered until the later
Address--Miss Amanda K. Hebeler, Ellensburg, Washington
3. Music <Room 21) Miss Helen MacHiron, presidin_g
"ASeaSong," Bartholomew; "The
Address-Hartley D. Snyder, Ellensburg, Washington
Owl," Nevin; "Dairy Maids," old stages of infection.-Health service.
4 Elementary Principals (Room 22) K. Westenhouse, presiding
English tune; by primary chorus, Wallulah Hall Elects
· Address-Prof. Thomas R. Cole, University of washi~0 1:1
Mrs. Hutchinson. director.
. Spring Term Officers
5. Creative Art (Rooms 26-27) Miss_ Ida M. An~rews, presiding
"Blue Danube Waltz," Strauss; by
Address and demonstration-Miss Ruth Faison Shaw, art
rhythm band, Mrs. Hutchinson, diDuring the regular business meet.
educator, Boston, Massachusetts
rector.
ing, Monday, April 5, the girls of
Afternoon Program
"Thanks and Praise," Mendel- Wallulah Hall elected the following 1:30-2:30 _ Section Meetings
.
1. Primary (Rooms 11-13) Miss Elph1e K. Smith, presiding
ssohn; "The Leaf and the Bird," O' - officers to serve during the spring I
Address-Miss Amanda K. Hebeler
Hara; "Who Has seen the Wind," term: Dorothy Cobb, president;
2. Intermediate (Room 22) Miss Marie Tinker, presiding
Beach; "May Time," Polish folk Irene Williamson, vice-president and
Business meeting
song; by intermediate chorus, Miss reporter; Eva Elswick, secretary3. Advanced Grades and Elementary Principals (Room 21)
Address--Prof. Thomas R. Cole. Errol C. Rees, presiding
Mitchell, director.
treasurer; Evelyn Jackson, social
4. Health (Room 16) Miss Catherine Webster, presiding
"My old Kentucky Home," Fos- chairman. Gertrude Clark was electAddress-Dr. Anette M. Phelan
ter; "The Man on the Flying Tra- ed a member of the group. Plans
2 :40-4 :30 - General Assembly in Auditorium
peze," and "Home on the Range," 1"'.ere made _for a house party to be
Symposium. Addresses by Dr. David Snedden, Dr. Joseph H.
Foth, and Prof. Thomas R. Cole. C. A. Howard, presiding
(Continued on Page Six)
given later m the month.
I

.

I

Initiation of Pledges

Theta Delta Phi neophytes, Lowell
McMillan, Hugh Emry, Ervin
Fountain, Robert Belknap, Bruce
Rankin. Fremont Ka st, Vernon
Mercier, Jean Graham, Ormond
Aebi, Edward Cooper, and Don

I Hunt, have relinquished their books
I of knowledge which they carried for
week as a p11rt of the informal
initiation. Formal initiation of the
new members, which was in the
form of a picnic instead of the traditional banquet, was held the lat-

1 one
1

I

ter part of the week.
With the addition of the new
members, the enrollment of the
\ local, or Beta chapter, will be the
highest ever reached by any chapter.
Theta Delta Phi joined with the
other two Greek letter organizations on the campus, Sigma Epsilon
Pi and Phi Beta Sigma in the presentation of a breakfast this morning .
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Grads Are Making
Records in State

Successful Plays
Presented Friday

News of the activities of the
alumni of the Oregon Normal is
continually coming to the campus,
proving that the grads are busy
making names for themselves.

Playing before a large audien'!~,
the Crimson o Players presented
three one-act plays last night as a
part of the program planned for
the Educational Conference.

Two former students who :.ire do"The Machine Age," a comedy by
ing very well at the University of
Estella Kelley, which portrayed lire
News Editor .......... Charles Coleman Society Editor ................ Janet Yates Oregon are Emma Monroe and Re·
in a midwestern family who obstiDOCTOR A. S. JENSEN
Sports Editor ........ Malcolm Ordway.. Exchange Ed... Annelle Ringhoffer becca Overstreet. Miss Monroe has
already earned a place on the honor Chairman Educational Conference nately disapproved of new inventions, proved to be a highly enterBUSINESS STAFF
roll there several times as has ThadDr. A. S. Jensen was born in Try, taining play. Ruth Fulgham with
Business Mgr......... Ervin Fountain Gerald Newton ...... Asst. Bus. Mgr. deus Scott, former ONS student.
Norway in 1886. After having receiv- her excellent interpretation of SaAdvertising Mgr... Geraldine Nelson
Ross Hart and Lavon Sayers. both ed his elementary education in the phrony was at her laughable best.
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS
1936 grads, who are on the teaching rural schools of Norway, Dr. Jensen Charles Coleman, as Mr. James, was
staff of the Dufur schools, were re- emigrated to America in 1896 and well-cast. Glendolene Vinyard as
Billie Beaton
Lila Farrell
Bruce Rankin
Marie Rieben
in 1902 settled in Everett, Washing- Granny, Bob Cody as Bud, Thelma
cently married.
Barbara Barham Betty Opalka
Violet Skarberg Gladys Greenlee
ton. He completed his education at Ramsey as Molly, and Gerald NewDoris Zimmerman
Jeanette Swire
Virginia Hinz
Marie Doem
Ernest Lund who was graduated the Washington State Normal and ton as Tom Greene, turned in
Betty Hafenbrack
Tom Sommerville Arthur Evanson Ruth Houser
from ONS last year, is the proud at the University of Washington.
creditable performances.
June McGinnis
Kareen Dunton Mildred Canzler Eileen Jackson
father of a baby daughter.
While a resident of Washington,
Ervin Fountain, director, was
Wendell Walden
Bette Frick
Bob Montgomery Eada watt
Josephine Steele
Olive Steen
Alice Rose Johnston
Bob Graham, who has been teach- Dr. Jensen worked in the education- assisted by Don Hunt, stage manCharles Schmidt
Betty Lou Williams
ing at Sheridan, resigned his posi- al field. He served as principal of ager; Vernon Chenoweth and Gladtion recently to accept a place with schools at Laurence, principal of ys Greenlee, properties; and Mary
elementary schools at Leavenworth, Staats and Maryalice Enos, costhe Eastman Kodak company.
GREETINGS!
. superintendent of schools at Maxee, tumes.
The annual Educational Conference at the Ore- Gilbert Mack, a recent graduate, and teaching fellow of education at A gripping drama, "The Darkest
is now attending the College, the University of Washington. After Hour," by Charles George, featured
gon Normal School is a happy event because so many I who
entered the Pacific Coast Forensic moving to Oregon, D:1;. Jensen held Warren Conyne as Johl1, a young
friends conie to visit us. We rejoice in the compan- League oratorical contest and came the position of professor of educasent to prison to await death
ionship of professional and personal friendships. It I out as the winner of second honors. tion at Linfield College ,and later man
on the gallows. The entire scene
is only by cooperative effort of all the agencies en- Mr. Mack spoke in the after-dinner held the same position at the Ore- took place in a prison cell. Congon Normal School. At present he vincing performances were turned
gaged in the educational endeavors that we can hope speech division.
is associate professor of psychology in by Warren Elliott, the prison atto reach greater successes in dealingwith the youth Joe Wilson, class of '30 was a vis- at
the Normal School.
tendant; Alvin Hulse, the warden;
of the land. We are happy in the labor of promoting itor on the campus last week.
Dr. Jensen has, in addition to his Alice Rose Johnston, as Ellen; and
these conferences, as we firmly believe they render Edward Geiger was visiting on the teaching, made a name for himself
Bodine, as Madison.
a service to our teaching profession and through campus the other week. He is teach- in the writing world. He is the G€nevieve
Marie Reinhart as director was
them to the children of the State. The presence of ing in the Mt. Angel school, where author of several magazine articles assisted by: Myrtle Petrie, stage
our friends and co-workers is, after all, the chief he directs sports and band work. and of a book entitled "The Rur'al manager; Helen Fisher and DoroSchools of Norway." Students en- thy Cobb, properties; and Enod
reason for the success of our endeavors.
Although she was forced to resign rolled in Dr. Jensen's child psycholThe conference this year is of special signifi- her position in the Oak Grove ogy classes use his syllaibus for an- Phelps and Maxine Shetterly, coscance since we are celebrating the centennial of the schools once because of illness, Ger- other book, a text in child psychol- tumes.
A family's attempt to create a
advent of Horace Mann into American education. aldine Avison has been elected to ogy.
hobby for a stubborn, old, retired
teach in that district next year.
It seemed particularly fitting that the Oregon Nor- Winnifred Alley, '30, was also elect- Dr. Jensen has been chairman of business man created overwhelmthe Educational Conference com- ing situations in the comedy "Wild
mal School should commemorate in some way the ed to the Oak Grove district.
mittee since such a meeting was Hobby Horse" by John Kirkpatrick.
life and work of the great pioneer of education in
of the former students back first held on the Oregon Normal The part of Nurse Torenz was porNew England since the Normal itself dates back to onSome
the campus today for the con- School campus.
trayed by Eleanor Stayton. Gordon
the pioneer days of the Pacific Northwest.
ference are Myrtle Ryding, MargarRussell was well-cast as Mr. Carewe.
)
It is with the keenest appreciation of your co- et Muhr, Mrs. Fredrika Wetherell, step was taken with the Boise Sur- Mrs. Carewe was played by Twila
operation in our behalf that we wish you a hearty 1 Arlene Peoples, Mary Bany, Carmen vey of 1910 - unless we consider as Reimers. Errol Hassell was cast as
welcome to this annual convention and the special Gueffroy, Helen Hall, Janet Wal- surveys those investigatji.ons of Arthur and Ruth Young as Anne.
dron, and Mildred McKnight.
school conditions undertaken by Lida Belle Whitcomb played the
events we are commemorating. - A. S. Jensen,
Mann, Barnard, and ot hers, far part of the maid.
Chairman Educational Conference Committee.
Directing the drama was Janet
ized grading system largely pre-de- back in the last century. Pupils,
termined the learner's rate of pro- teachers, methods, location. finan- Yates. She was assisted by G€ral1gress. Certain great advantages un- cial status, heating, lighting, ventil- dine Pratt, stage manager; Anpelle
Wherever teaching has been carried on as an doubtedly resulted, but more and ation, janitors, teacher-patron rela- Ringhoffer, properties; and Velva
enterprise affecting any Considerable number Of I more the SChOOl came to take on the tionships, and many additional Ramsey, costumes.
Committee chairmen for t he plays
persons, some sort of oversight and direction has characteristics of the factory. Turn- items are now evaluated in a scien- were:
Ushers, Louise Starr; proappeared necessary. This essential oversight and di- i ing out a standardized product was tific manner. Among those who have grams, Dora
Jantzen; and publicity,
' the paramount concern.
brought the school survey up to a
rection is Commonly termed "supervision."
To some it began to occur, never- high degree of excellence are Cub- Arnold Turnbull.
During our colonial period, in a community theless, that, with human beings the berley, Judd, Sears, Strayer, and
maintaining a school, the local minister generally standardization process may be Zook. Nor should our own o.N.S.
functioned in Supervising the WOrk Of the school- canied too far. In child-training, alumnus be forgotten - Evenden
master. He was likely to act in the various capaci- the ultimate goal is not the mere Of Columbia.
·
t
d
• 1 d ·
'l acquisition of set amounts of sub- The search for educational objecties Of SCh 001 1nsp~C or, pe agog1ca. a VlSer, pupl ject-matter; it is a well-balanced tives has resulted in new viewpoints
~xhorter, an.d .subJ~Ct-~~tte~ exammer. _Supplement- Iindividual in a well-balanced socie- regarding the curriculum. Notable CHAS. M. ATWATER
mg these mm1sterial V1S1tat10ns, the village select- j ty. This means that supervision for research in the curriculum field
SHOE SHOP
SHOE OIL AND GREASE
men, or, in other instances, regularly chosen school must envisage as an ideal an order are Bobbitt, Charters, and Snedden.
trustees, might inspect the school plant and the ac- ~;1 which the individual and ~ociety Today the striving, creative aspect Complete Line Shoe Polish, Laces
tivities carried on within it.
may ..find fulfillment, eac~ m the of supervision is clearly apparent. We repair Shoes by the Goodyear
Welt Repairing System!
W· h h
·d ·
f
1 t'
d • . other. The school, then, 1s not to In fact, the term, "supervision," now
It t e. rapl n1:crease O pOpU a I~n. urmg attempt the impossible task of mak- sometimes de_flned as the "improveSHINES .. lOc
OUr early nat10nal per10d, however, COnd1tions be- 1ng all 'individuals alike. On the ment of instruction," has partially
came ripe for sweeping changes in methods Of contrary the implication is that in- lost its original significance. "Super.
school organization and management. School super- dividuality must be respected so vision," writes a Stanford educator,
vision in the United States was about to enter a that each may make his unique con- "advises with, instructs, stimulates,
NELSON BROS.
trlbution.
explains, leads, guides, assists."
new era.
The testing movement, with which More and more we are coming to
SERVICE STATION
This new era may be said to have begun a cen- such names as Ayres, Binet, Ter- see with John Dewey that Democtury ago when Horace Mann became secretary of man, and Thorndike will be forever I racy's school cannot be feudalistic.
the Massachusetts State Board of Education. The identified, served to reveal further Cooperation is the keynote. The su- ' · - - - - - - - - - - - - changes which Mann then initiated made themselve;; possibilities of supervision. The data pervisor of modem mind is a counby the tests-mental, selor, rather than an autocrat enfelt, even in foreign lands. D. F. Sarmiento of Ar- furnished
achievement, diagnostic, and other- throned. Only through this· lofty
gentina, for example, visited the Massachusetts sec- wise-resulted in new ways of think- 1 conception of supervision do the
For Quality as well
retary, and later became his chief exponent in South ing and a new terminology, as well. Ihopes of Horace Mann approach
As Quantity - See
Such terms as "intellig,ence quo- realization.-J.F.S.
America.
tient,"
"chronological
age,''
"reAs a reaction from the somewhat casual educa"acceleration," "deviate,''
tional endeavors of an earlier day, managerial effic- tardation,"
PAY'N SAVE
and "grade placement" became a Red Top Service Station
iency was set up as a guiding principle. State, city, part of the teacher's every-day voGROCERY
and county ( or township) superintendencies, as well cabulary.
1
&
Calbreath
Graham
as supervisorships of special subjects were created. From pupil-appraisal to schoolUniform courses of study appeared, and a mechan- 1 appraisal was a natural step. This
EDITORIAL STAFF

I

CHANGING PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

I

i

I

I

I
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WORK ON DISPLAY IN CLASSROOMS·
Special Exhibition of Children s

elcome to Our Campus!lstudents' Work Being Exhibited

1

!}ooks Is Displayed in Library

In The Monmouth Training School

To the alumni of the Oregon Normal School and to our other
guests of the Educational ConThe library exhibit presents this [ pherson brought some of these ference: The Associated Students
Students of the Monmouth trainyear a collection of educational posters from London and Paris; 1 of the Oregon Normal School a.re ing school are displaying exhibits
books and posters descriptive of the others were made in the art depart- glad to extend to you a sincere of the activities undertaken in the
Horace Mann period in education. ment at the Oregon Normal School welcome. Every student hopes regular class work. These activities
This exhibit commemorates t):le I and show many ways of using the that your stay will be a pleasant are arranged in an organized form.
100th anniversary of the birth of, different craft materials. Miss Ed- one, and that you will remember I Children in the first grade are
this great educational leader.
na Headrick, assistant librarian, this meeting as one at which you exhibiting a garden which they
Dolls, typical of the several na- ' has contributed to this exhibit. Ten enlarged your sphere of experi- planted in their sandbox. stories
tions from whose lands they were years ago some of these art works ence, and at which you became in about the flowers grown are being
brought, will compose a second ex- 1 first appeared and have been pre- some measure acquainted with displayed. In the first grade room a
hibit. From China, France, and served for display in this import- our school-its spirit and its pur- garage and service station, comRussia, to mention only a few, Miss ant part of the educational confer- pose. Again we say that we wel- plete with cars, signs, and prices is
Maud R. Macpherson, librarian, ence.
come you-the campus is yours!
being shown.
brought these dolls, all in native
Of the entire exhibit Miss MaeERROL HASSELL
In the second grade room there
dress, to welcome visitors to the pherson says: "There is no collecis a display consisting of almost
conference.
tion in the United states as artisf
entirely of the children's art work
Books and posters featuring the tic and valuable for illustrating
and stories about the different piecoming coronation of King George school subjects, as is this one."
tures that they have drawn.
VI of England have been brought
Spring bouquets placed throughThe children in the third grade,
directly from that country for the
library exhibit.
out the transformed library lend
who have been studying a unit on
their charm to the picturesque and
In t~e summer of 1926 the first "The Clothes we Wear" are showing
Children's classics, beautifully 11- valuable exhibit.
educational conference was held on the materials they have collected
lustrated, and artistically bound
the Oregon Normal School campus. for this project, together with the
will be found in a section of their
I It was conducted under the aus-1 books they have used. A border of
own, These constitute a rich king1
f th
o
Ed at·
1
p ces O
• e.
regon
~c iona calsomine pictures made by the
dom of books for little people.
Tests Association, and the idea was children is also being shown. Last
There are displays of books centerconceived by a group of students at- fall this group studied "How Seeds
ed around music, art, geography,
tending the summer session. "Mod- Are scattered" and they are planhistory, nature and physical eduern Teaching and Testing in Geog- ning to display the different types
cation as well as displays for those
Representing the true type of raphy in the Elementary Grades," of seeds and to explain how they
teachers especially interested in South American courtesy was Oscar was the general subject of this replant themselves. Books an d
those subjects. Mimeographed grad- Pinedo, Peruvian, who recently re- conference.
posters on the various spring flowed book lists on all of these sub- celved his degree of master of arTwo conferences were held in ers are also on display.
jects are available.
chitecture from the University of 1927. The first of these dealt with
In Miss Dora Scheffskey's room,
Throughout the library are many Oregon.
the "Measurements in Education," the fifth and sixth grade students
beautiful and unique posters exPinedo's praise of the university and the second with "The status of are devoting one entire room to a
plaining the exhibits. Miss Mac- was high and sincere. He said: "I Objective Testing in Oregon.
display of their hobbies which
have been most deeply impressed
Thomas H. Gentle's "Round-Table range from sewing, knitting, and
by the sincerely friendly attitude Group" met in July, 1928 and dis- embroidering, to making of model
toward me of the students and fac- cussed "Better Teacher Training."
ulty. I had been led to believe that Recognizing the value of these
there would be coolness toward me meetings, the administration took
as a foreigner; the opposite is the over succeeding meetings with Dr.
Horace Mann, born less than 20 case."
A. s . Jensen as general chairman
years after the Declaration of InQuestioned a'5 to the University of of the committee having the matter
dependence, knew personally in his Lima, which ls the oldest unlversi- in charge. The conference has been
boyhood the veterans who had ty on the South and North Ameri- established as an annual affair and
Dr. Annette Phelan of the Nationhelped to hallow the battlefields / can continents, Pinedo stated that it the latter part of April set as a al Society for the Prevention of
around Boston. The unhappy war has all departments corresponding . regular date for the meeting.
Blindness will •be the speaker for
of 1812 came within the period of to ours, with the exception of art.
At the 1929 meeting the educat- the Health Department at the Eduhis young manhood. The nation
The schools in Peru are public, ors discussed "The New Currtculwn." cational conference ,today. Dr. Phewas struggling to estabish itself with a few private Catholic schools.
"The Child's Place in the New Ian will speak on 'The Conservaand to prove the possibility of self- Education is not for the privileged Education" was the theme of the tion of Vision."
government to a doubting world.
few but for those striving to get 1930 session. Provision was made at
Valuabl~ material which .will be
In 1837, when Horace Mann came ahead.
this time for discussion groups forf '."8played m the health exhibit will
to the secretaryship of the MassaTen per cent of the students at kindergarten primary and inter- mclude posters, pamphlets, prosit
·
.
'
'
jects, and a number of new suggeschusetts newly-created Board of t~e Univer y of Lima ~re women medU1.te teachers, and for super- t ·
d id f
t
hi
health
Education, a financial panic dom- I with the number increasmg yearly. visors and health workers.
ions an a s or eac ng
·
inated the nation. Fear, greed, and "A decided preference is shown by
At the sixth annual conference in Recent 'books on the teaehing of
confusion were everywhere. Unem- Peruvian coeds for fine arts and 1931, "The Meaning of Freedom in health will be found on a special
ployment, misery, and distress pre- business a dminis t ra.tion," said Mr· Education" was the general subject. table in the library.
Through the courtesy of the orevailed. Schools were poor, teachers Pinedo.
Dr. Curtis T. Williams of the Unigon Dairy Council, the Oregon
·
i
unprepared and underpaid. The
As Pinedo has been n America verslty of Washington was the prinTuberculosis association, Mrs. Chenwell-to-do, sending their sons and for the last three years engaged in cipal speaker at the 1932 meeting oweth, health instructor at Laureldaughters to private schools, felt research, he has had ample oppor- at which time the "Present Needs burst school in Portland, and Miss
little or no concern for the public tunity to observe our customs. His in Education" was the subject of
Greba Logan, health education suschools which they thought only comment was: "The customs are discussion.
· ·1 r ib t here the emphasis is
Suhrie pervisor in the Portland schools,
good enough for paupers. In such a simi a
u
In 1933 Dr. Ambrose L.
material is being provided for extime people needed especially to more on the practical, whereas in headed the session which studied hibltion.
place a higher value UPoll them- Peru they are less concerned with the "Problems and Possibililtes in
Miss Laura Taylor, Oregon Norselves-to attach more importance business and money-making."
Elementary Education."
Departmal School health education into the homely virtues and to thinkA query as to Pan-American rela- mental teachers, music teachers, and
structor, is in charge of the display
ing as a way of life. In 1837 the tions led Pinedo to say: "With the instructors in the field of social
which will be in Room 16.
time had come for the educational United States as a siste:. nation, co- sciences were given special panel
revival. Horace Mann - himself operation between them would be discussions.
from the soil-came forward to ex- promoted and encpuraged, not mereDelivering the key address of the
By
press the needs of the people in a ly in business, but also in the in- 1934 session was Dean Frederick
language so clear that his writings tangible values through better mu- Bolton of the University of WashHave you ever wondered where
are an important part of the na- tual understanding such as can be ington. In 1935 Dr. w. T. Walt of your ABC's came from? General
tion's culture.
attained by a better mastery of State Teaehers College, Greeley, opinion had it that the alphabet
Horace Mann gave his life to the Spanish in this country and of Colorado, and Dr. Rudolf Clemen was transmitted to us from the
improvement of education through English there."
of Whitman College were the lead- Greeks through the Phoenicians. It
universal, tax-supported, free, pubIn closing the interview, Pinedo ing speakers at the conference which appears from a recent announcelie schools in charge of carefully was asked the reason for his selec- met to discuss "Education for So- ment of Dr. Julius Obermann, professor of Semltlcs at Yale universichosen an d especially prepared tion of the Oregon art school. He cial Service."
teachers. During 1936-37 the 100th replied "I chose the University of
The 10th annual conference de- ty, that we inherited our ABC's
anniversary O f Horace Mann's Oregon school of architecture be- veloped the theme of "The Integra- from a little-known people of
coming to the secretaryship will be cause I was told that it is the best tive Function of the School." Vier- northern Syria.
Dr. Obermann bases his concluscelebrated throughout the country. on the coast; and I am convinced ling Kersey, state superintendent of
on June 29, 1837 he was appointed that it is one of thll• very best in the California Schools, was the main ions on the study of cuneform alsecretary of the newly - created country."
speaker for this meeting. Section phabet writings on clay tablets unMassachusetts Board of Education.
Pinedo is now enroute to Phila- meetings were arranged for teach- earthed six years ago at Ras ShamOn July 3, 1839 at Lexington, Mass. delphia where he has the position ers interested in the various fields ra in Syria. Dr. Obermann claims
Horace Mann opened the first pub- of chancellor of the consulate of of elementary education. Panel dis- the Greeks really borrowed an arlie normal school in America.- Peru which corresponds to a vice- cussions followed the presentation chaic form of the Semitic alphabet
and preserved it.
Abridged from Jay Elmer Morgan. consul here.-Oregon Emerald.
of the theme in each division.
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airplanes, soap box cars and sleds.
and the raising of rabbits, There
will be a show of the results of a
study of the origin of the written
alphabet, in which the children
made clay tablets, scrolls, and other
ancient types of wtiting.
The puppets, which the seventh
grade children have made are the
center of interest in Mrs. Cox's
room. For the plays "Punch and
Judy" and "B'rer Rabbit and
B'rer Fox" hand puppets were made
by some of the class members.
String puppets were made to illustrate the "Wishing Fairy", "Cinderella", and "Tom Sawyer".
Under the direction of Miss Florence Beardsley, children in the
eighth grade have been studying
Mexico. They are displaying the
materials they have gathered 1n
this study.

Many Projects Are
Completed in Art
In room 26 and 27 of Campbell
hall, an art exhibit will be displayed.
Since the beginning of the present school year, the students enrolled in the art classes at the Oregon
Normal School have undertaken
many interesting projects.
Under the direction of Mrs. Marie
Erickson, instructor in art, wood
carving was introduced for the
first time as a project. Bracelets,
rings, candlestick holders, a n d
small boxes were the result of this
undertaking,
In the art department case in
Campbell hall the a.rt work of students enrolled under Miss Alabama
Brenton has appeared. Some of the
most interesting variations 1n subject matter displayed here were
shown in the wood block prints
made by the winter term art class.
Circus posters painted in calcimine
showed fine handling of material by
the students as well as good color
and interesting theme.
Leatherwork designs were made
by some of the students earlier in
the term. Key rings, calling card
cases, and book jackets were the
principal objects made.

FLOWER SHOW
A lovely ornament of flowers will

be placed in the dance room of the
physical education building for exhibit. This is to be presented and
arr'anged by the garden clubs of
Monmouth and Independence.

CALENDAR
OF COMING EVENTS

April 26-Motion pictures for assembly; Student Council meeting,
Room 10 at 7:00 P.M.; Women
Chorus, auditorium, at 4:00 P.M.
April 28-A.S.B. program for assembly; Choir, 4:00 P.M.
April 29-Choir, 4:00 P.M.; Phi
Beta Sigma meeting in Room 23,
7:00 P.M.
April 30-Polk county music festival
program at 1:00 P.M,
May I-School formal.
May 3-Chorus, at 4:00 P.M.
May 5 - Washington and Yamhill

county program for assembly;
Choir, at 4:00 P.M.
May 6-Cholr at 4:00 P.M.
Ma.y '7-Davies light opera. program
for assembly; Formal dance 1n
Todd hall.
Ma.y 8-Arnold Arms formal dance.
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,Student Writes
Of Performance

Varied ·Weather
Causes Trouble

P iano R ecital Described
B y E sther Adams ;
Many Attend

Shower s Dampen Spirits
Of Oregonians;
Rain Is Dreary

(Editor's Note: The following
description and appreciation of
By Jo Steele
the piano recital presen ted by Mrs.
What a time of year. MY, my. The
Patricia Sill and Mr. D avid Camp- 1
sun shines brillian tly one m oment,
bell on April 4 in the Normal audiand it rains the next. You get up
torium was written by a studen t
in the morning. Ah, rovely day, you
in the seventh· term English comthink (that is, if you can), I shall
position class as a part of regular
wear by spring clothes. So you go
classwork.)
gaily forth to your first class. When
By Esther Adams
I
you emerge, lo and behold, where is
Very few seats were occupied when
the lovely day? That is a question!
I entered the brightly lighted room
It seems to have vanished like a
in which the piano concert was to
mirage and down come. the rainbe given. Those who had arrived
drops, pitter-patter.
early had clustered in what were
If you are one of those people who
probably the most advantageous
can take it on the chin and come up
places for viewing the stage. With
smiling, you laugh gaily, ha, ha, ha,
program in hand, I also sought the
and go merrily on your way while
I
best seats obtainable for my guest
quoting "April showers bring :May
an~ me. We chatted lightly and
00
E XCH AN GE S
flowers," or else "Into each life
qmetly, but our attention was soon
some rain must fall, some days must
drawn to new arrivals. As my friend! If Arne Jensen were awake he'd
be dark and dreary." If, on the 0thwas a stranger in town, she was in-[ be singing "Smoke Gets i~
I
er hand, you are not one of these
. terested to know faculty, friends. Eyes!"
my
An ultra-slow motion camera - intrepid souls, you go rushing
By Jo Steele
i slower than any type heretofore
and outsiders. we were both quite 1
-!-?-!arountl, saying things under your
· t
t d
/
I'll bet not many people know known-has been on exhibition in b
t (
h
It used to be ping-pong but now th t
m eres e in the clothes being worn.
London at the British Industries rea s we ope) about the blankety
1
The gowns worn by the women Janet Y. is learning how to milk
a we have an honest-to-goodblank weather, about ruining your
heightened the color of the room. cows.
fair. capable
It is saidof todoing
be thejustice
only camnern h arpconer on our faculty. He's era
to a cothes and about people who don't
The sweeping velvet wraps lent
-!-?-'.od
t
a very m es soul so that not 1, bureaucrat unwinding red tape.- have sense enough to come in out
charm and grade to the wearer. The
We've noticed that Yottnce i·s a very many• have heard about his. Christian Science Monitor.
of the rain!
swish and rustle of dresses was frequent week-end visitor
Sometimes it is raining or looks
· . ·t If h
·
as thou h 1·t ·11
y
to
music m \ se . T e tip-tap of high-!-?-!Iwonderful accomplishments·
Instructor F. E. Smith at the
g
wi soon.
ou say
heeled shoes seemed to tell of the
It looks serious since Margaret
It ~vas j~st during the recent Northwest Center of the Louisianl' yourself, "Aha, Jupe won't catch me
eagerness of the person who wore M. has taken Arnold home for beautiful ra~ny weath~r that this I State university beli.eves in expand- napping today; I'll fool the old buzthem to be settled in her seat. The Moore.
~onderful hidden gemus came to . ing students' vocabularies. Each zard." So you dress for the occasion.
1
smiling faces revealed the admir-!-?-!1 1ght. It hap?ened in this manner. , week he requires his English class All this while Mr. weatherman is
ation and esteem that many held
Ask Warren T. what the chairs
One mornmg durmg the middle to learn 18 new words.-Lewiston- slightly laughing up his sleeve. He
for Mr. Campbell. Nods, smiles, and in the library are made for.
j of the wet spell. this member of'. ian.
knows what the score Is. He is going
"Good Evenings" were exchang'ed
-!-?-!the faculty went down in his
to wait till you least suspect him
lb
'
I
d
for a short while, but soon, as one
We've noticed Alvin Hulse is llsement to get some wood. What I Two USC students recently stag- an are playing a game of tennis
and then another light was extin- adopting Bruce Rankin's technique. did he find. but his lovely pile of , ed an act at the opera which stole or going for a pleasant walk. He
guished an expectant hush loitered
-!-?-!wood floating around in his cellar, i Hollywood theater ballyhoo. The wouldn't think of letting it rain
over the audience and eyes were
Imagine it! Ten o'clock on sun- bumping into the walls an~ form- \ two student stars were supported whes you are prepared for it; that
turned toward the stage.
day! Aren't we lucky!
ing miniature log booms in the I by a cast which consisted of a would be no fun! Since you think
The large black Knabe piano stood
-!-?-!corners. In spite of all his efforts I chauffeur, footman, photographer, you will be~ him to it, he skins you
1
majestically with a protecting air
Look out for your bones. girls! I he couldn't grab a single stick of ' and several autograph seekers.
at :your own game. The clouds disclose to the smaller, imported piano. I Here comes Bronky.
i wood without endangering the life The two students arrived at the perse, the sun shines brightly and
At the back of the stage was a tall I
-!-,?-!-.
of his trousers through drowning. opera in a shiny vehicle ond, with the gentle breeze blows the flowers'
'urn filled with soft yellow blossoms.
Are you a member of the new
Nothing daunted, however, our· the assistance of the large support- pretty little heads to and fro. And
The stage needed only life to com- "fraternity" organized recently at erstwhile genius figured out a way I ing cast. were able to convince even so you are foiled again.
plete its seting.
social ~ou:? Full particulars from to secure his wandering woodpile. the most inquisitive of the awed' Maybe April showers bring May
A few minutes after the lights Max Dietnch.
He tucked his long iegs into his spectators that they were "real powers, but there should be some
had been dimmed, the pianists made
-!-?-!little canoe (it was a rowboat, celebrities."-Oregon Emerald.
system to the bringing. It should
.their appearance. A slender, well- 1 The Hassell's seem to have be- probably)
grasped his paddle firm-1 News th a t s1
- :- d-own
t
.
st r1.kers in rain one day and
. have sunshine the
ly
poised young woman, dressed in a . come Fisher-men.
. in his hand · and with his har- I so me N ew Y or k s t ores d ance to next or somethmg .to. that effect. It
-!-?-!poon
. might
flowing gown of white chiffon, di- 1
. even start rammg every night
.
.across his lap, he went hunt- pas
s the t·1me p 1easantiy ma k es 1t
1
W e won d er w h ere the students mg his wood.
. rected her steps toward the small , stabl
a
th
t
ood
to
t·
at
about
11 o'clock and stop the next
th ·
·
.
ppear
a some g
con r ion.
piano, while the well-liked David
e
eir pomes _between exams.
Occas10nally h~. would bump his ists have missed their callin .- ~ornmg at about six. If a program
Campbell took his place at the'
head on the ce1lmg or stick his Chr·st·
S .
M ·t
g
!Ike that went into action people
1
Knabe. With bows they recognized
DOPEY DEFINITIONS
harpoon through the wood and into
ian c,ence om or.
would know what to do and how to
the welcoming applause ~rom the
Reservoirs - Where Indians live. the floor. Then a terrible struggle
One for the Etiquette Council:
act accordingly.
audience. Immediately they seated
Bridle Paths- Up the aisle to would ensue to detach the weapon
A bird in the hand is bad table
This region along U1e Pacific
themselves to prepare for their first the altar.·
without upsetting himself into the manners.
Coast is one of the most heavily
group of numbers. By a mere·glance
Cymbals - Signs or omens.
raging torrent. When he had manIf all the students of the boarding dampened sections of the United
or nod to one another, they beganCello - A popular dessert. •
aged to again gain control of his houses were placed side by side _ states. In fact, it seems that it gets
four hands in unison. Now only one
Oboe - A tramp.
toad stabber, our brave logger they would still reach across the all its own share of dampening
hand played, then two, shortly reBassoon - Type of monkey.
would continue with his work of table.
and everyone else's too.
joined by the other two. With thunDrums - Small pieces of bread. chasing the elusive tree pieces.
derous chords, pleading notes, deliFlute - Apples, oranges, etc.
' Several times it almost looked as
cate trills, and triumphant finales,
Chime - A weekly news maga- though he would have to use dynaF.or your Shampoo and
zine.
these two artists charmed their aumite to break up the jam of logs, Expert Sanitary Service
Convict - The only oerson who
t
·
Finger Wave or that
dience.
likes to be interrupted in the mid- bu he managed somehow to get
Opportunity such as this comes dle of a sentence.
along without it.
Is Our Best Advertising
new Permanent
rarely to our town.
Hawaii _ I' fl
He was rather worried abput the
m ne.
t
. .
t
h
1
Ratify - To kill rats
wa er nsmg oo igh, but then he
Guerilla warfare ~ ~ battle be- figured t~at if it rose up the basePhone 663
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Fresh Pastries and Br:ead
MONMOUTH BAKERY
Emil Schrader, Prop.

tween monkeys.
.
Union - A type of dress suit
Taxidermist - One who dri;es a
taxi
·
Clash - Chinese word for money.

11

watches and Diamonds
Stop That Craving at
C R AVENS

JEWELRY REPAIRING

SYLVESTER'S,
INDEPENDENCE

IN INDEPENDENCE

I

faculty members, but we fear that I
J. F. Santee, our mysterious harpooner and owner of the liquid
basement, would so out-class the
amateur members that such oppo-

I

sit= ~:!teebe:a:rd!~nfs1;e:i:t~:~

Jumbo Milk Shakes!"

of joining some whaling ves~el to get full use of all his exper- ,
1ence, but, since we couldn't let
such talent leave our campus, we
"The Home of Good Things To Eat" finally coaxed him t o remain in
our m idst.
INDEP ENDENCE

Monmouth Beauty Shop

1-~--==~--,===============------~~

JOHNSTON'S BAKERY. idea
"Home of C RAVEN'S

I
I

ment sta1.rs all the wood would
.float up into the kitchen and he
Ebbert's Barber Shop
wouldn't have to go through the
dangerous task of hunting it down
and harpooning it.
--------------It might be a good idea to have - - - - -- -- - - - - - - a log-rolling contest among the

'elcome.·

TX
J' J' I

Ed t • 1c f
uca 1ona on erence
Visitors

MORLAN'S
"The s tudent's store"
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Tennis Matches Lost
By Wolves to Bearcats

Eight Football

Again last Tuesday the rain prevented the completion of a tennis
match between the Oregon Normal
and Willamette University.
Wolves To Open Season Four sets of singles were lost to
the Bearcats, and a set of singles
On September 25;
between Jensen of O.N.S. and SherCox Optimistic
wood of W.U., with Jensen leading
6-4 to 6-3, was halted by the rain
Eight football games are definite- which also stopped Wilson and
ly scheduled for the fall campaign Kidd of O.N.S. on the short end of
of the Wolves this coming season. a doubles set with Saunders and
Coach Cox is dickering with Hum- Estes of Willamette at 9-7. The
bolt state teachers college and with matches with Willamette have been
Chico State to fill in an open date postponed several times because of
on October 16.
the rain.
~ere are more football players
The lineup for the matches was
on the campus now than there were as follows: Black, O.N.S. lost to F.
last year at this time. For that rea- Sherwood, W., 6-0, 6-1; Wilson, o.
son Coach Cox is optimistic over N.S. lost to Clemes, W., 6-4, 6-4;
prospects for a winning team next Jensen, O.N.S. and A. Sherwood, W.
year. The schedule follows:
tied at 6-4. 3-6; Hassell, O.N.S. lost
September 25, Pacific University to Saunders, w. 6-1, 6-3; Wheeler,
at Forest Grove; October 2, either O.N.S., lost to Estes, W., 6-4, 6-1;
the Frosh or the Rooks; October 9, Wilson and Kidd, O.N.S., lost one
Linfield College, in Independence; set to Saunders and Estes 9-7.
October 23, Albany College at IndeThe Oregon Normal team also lost
pendence; October 30, Southern Or- to the University of Oregon team
egon Normal at Monmouth; Novem- 7-0 on April 6. The Wolves were
ber 6, Pacific Lutheran at Tacoma; handicapped by the necessity of
November 11, Ellensburg Normal at playing tee match indoors. It was
Yakima; November 20, St. Martins the first Pacific intercollegiate tenat Monmouth.
nis match to be played on an indoor
1court.
Thirteen Games Left
With the arrival of the spring
On Baseball Schedule sun the team will soon catch up on
the practice which has been delayed
Oregon Normal has l3 ga~es left · by the rain and the lack of indoor
on its baseball schedule this year, courts and the opponents may exincluding two double-headers with pect s~me real opposition.
the Portland University nine. The
The next tennis match is schedflrst double-header with the Pilots i uled for Ap1il 28 with Reed College.
will be played in Portland Tuesday. It will be played in Portland.
Other games on the schedule are:
April 30, Reed College at Portland Athletic Teams Have
May 1, Albany College at Monmouth
Successful Season
May 3, Mt. Angel at Mt. Angel
May 6, Mt. Angel at Monmouth
Oregon Normal has had a very
May 8, Linfield at McMinnville
successful year in athletics. Coach
Al Cox put out a football team that
May 11, Portland U at Monmouth
May 14, Albany at Monmouth
won five of nine games played. InMay 18, Pacific College at Newberg eluded in these five victories was a
May 21, Pacific at Monmouth
I defeat administered to the strong
May 28, Linfield at Monmouth
· University of Oregon freshman
team. The Wolves turned in victories over the Vancouver Barracks
WILLIAM'S DRUG CO. team, the U of O Frosh, Ellensburg
Normal, Albany College, and southFountain Lunch
ern Oregon Normal.
INDEPENDENCE
The Oregon State Rooks, Pacific
- - - - - - - - - - -...... Lutheran College of Tacoma, Bellingham Normal, and St. Martins
won
over the local squad. All of the
Shop at
games were low-scoring contests,
showing that the teams were quite
PENNEY'S
evenly matched.
INDEPENDENCE
Twenty-six victories and six defeats was the record of Coach Cox's
basketball team the past season.
They defeated the strong amateur
For your Shampoo and clubs of Portland; Willamette U.,
the Northwest Conference chamFinger Wave or that pions; and other crack teams.
The six defeats came from Ore-

Games Planned
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COLLEGE INN
Student Supplies

Hot Lunches and
Fountain Service
"Everyone Invited!"

MRS. ALICE TAYLOR

Play Day Festival
Delegates Chosen
Highest Ranking Women
In W.A.A. Selected
The following list of senior girls
are those who have been chosen to
represent Oregon Normal School at
Play Day Festival on May 1, held at
Reed College in Portland. The 20
girls were chosen according to the
number of points they had earned
in W.A.A.
Betty Altlshin, Louise Bolander,
Shirley Braat, Veloris Crenshaw,
Violando Donofrio, Eloise Ebbert,
Ruth Holcomb, Eileen Jackson,
Helen Murphy, Anna Mutti, Mary
Rodda, Dorothy Slusher, Marion
Stowe, Martha vander Zanden,
Blanche Vesley, Dorothy Watkins,
Mary Whalen, Hazel Wolford, Doris
Zimmerman, 'Gladys Keith.
Alternates: Olevia Speasl, Thelma
Ramsey, Lois Short, Velma Ramsey,
Verneta Wood, Eada watt, Vivian
Reynolds, Marjorie Hart, Dora
Bales.
Tennis, volleyball, baseball, soccer,
and swimming are some of the
sports to be played during the day.
The W.A.A. is responsible for the
transportation to Portland.

Seniors Win Last Game
Of Basketball Season
By a narrow margin the seniors
defeated the juniors in the final
basketball game of the season. At
the half the seniors were ahead 25
to 14 but in the second half the
. the score and
juniors rallied t o t ie
to make the seniors fight to regain
and maintain their lead to finish
45 to 43. Although the Varsl· ty i·s losm·g
some of its best and most experienced players, the junior team
proved that there is much talent
remaining in school for next year's
team, and of the members show
the same ability next year that
they showed in their game with the
seniors, they will be a team to be
reckoned with. The lineups:
Seniors 45

43 Juniors

Bothwell 5 ............ F .......... 5 Peterson
O'Connell 8 .......... F ............ 8 Mohler
Eckman 5 ............ C ................ 6 Miller
Bellwood 13 ........ G .... 8 D. Gronquist
Kidd 6 ................. G .............. 10 Lewis
Substitutes: Seniors, Hobbs 5,
Cody 3. Juniors B. Gronquist, Brandon, Jerros, Baughman 6, Riney,
Granich.

Seniors Champs of

CO-ED. SPORT-LIGHT

V II b II Cl
ey

·-·-·-·-·-·

·-·-·-·-·-·

I

field is the regulation soccer field.
When the season gets underway,
teams will be chosen to represent
the classes and houses. Speedball
will be run on a schedule similar
to the other sports offered to the
gon state in a pre-season game, women students. Points will be given
Bellingham Normal, Linfl.eld Col- for participation.
-!-?-!lege, Portland University at the
Have you noticed the perplexed
state A.A.U. tournament in Portlook on Buroker's face? It's all beland, and two from the strong Sons.
cause of a mouse-Minnie or MickThe Sons represented Oregon at the
ie? That's the problem.
national A.A.U. tournament at Denver this year.
Claude O'Connell, flash forward,
Monmouth
was voted the most valuable player
to the team. Ralph Mohler, lanky CLEANERS & DYERS
Laundry Service
pivot man, was the leading scorer
of the year with 265 points. Elmore J. L. NORRIS PHONE 6303
Borden, captain of the team. scored
245 points during the season.

I
GREETINGS TO
Educational Conference
Visitors!

I

She layed the still white form beside those which had gone before.
Neither sob nor sigh forced itself
from her heart, sobbing as though
it would break. Suddenly a cry
pierced the air - a heart-rending
shriek. Then silence prevailed.
Presently another cry, more terrible
than the first, arose. Then all was
still save a low gurgling which
seemed to swell from her soul.
Quietly she rose and walked away.
She will lay another egg tomorrow.

.

By Hazel Wolford
This class volleyball tournament
O
a
aSSl(S
has been an extremely good one.
competition has been keen, and the Junior Third Team Loses
By Small Margin
juniors as well as the seniors have
shown some fast and good teamThursday night saw the flnal
work.
•-•-•-•-•-•
games of the women's volleyball
With the completion of class vol- class tournament. In the consolaleyball several girls have become tion series the senior third and the
eligible for membership into the junior third teams met in one of
Women's Order of O. Initiation will the closest games of the season.
not be held until the annual W.A.A. The final score showed 33 points
and Order of O picnic later in the for the seniors and 31 for the jun' iors.
·term.
.. •-•-•-•-•
In the championship series the
The new game of speedball is
·
d
b
ent
first
teams of the juniors and the
1
in
caus g cons1 era e comm
among the sport-minded girls and seniors met. The game was much
better than the final score shows.
many are looking forward for the
The seniors were ahead with 20
opportunity to play this game bepoints at half time, but the juniors
fore leaving school. It should prove
were close behind with 16 points.
a very fast and exciting game.
However, at the end the seniors won
Not only has speedball been de- by a score of 43 to 25. Those playlayed by the inclement weather, ing on the senior first team were:
but the girls who are hiking this Martha vander Zanden, Mary
term also find the weather very dis- Whalen, Dorothy Watkins, Dorothy
agreeable. The pleasant "spring Slusher, Lois Short, Vivian Reynstrolls" are not to be had this term. olds, and Margaret MacLean. Junior first team players were: Dixie
Senior girls are eagerly looking Smith, Nancy Kistler, Helen Rumforward to Saturday, May 1, when baugh, Dorothy Cobb, Georgia
they will participate in a play-day Bracken, Myrtle Darrin, Betty Lou
program at Reed College.
Williams, and Geraldine Nelson.
Members of Mrs. Hilda Grant's
The girls' volleyball games have
technique of coaching class have
been attracting fair-sized crowds.
Six girls have been awarded their been acting as game officials durathletic sweaters this term as a re- ing the tournament.
sult of earning 500 points in W.A.A.
The girls are Blanche Vesley, Vio- Tennis Match Slated
lando Donofrio, Eloise Ebbert, DorWith Linfield CoHege
othy Slusher, Louise Bolander, and
Mary Whalen. The sweaters are
The girls' tennis tournament has
white with crimson and gray O's, made very little progress for this
but have no arm stripe.
term. Because of rain only five
S peedba 11 To B e S port
matches have been played. The var.
. I D • S • sity is to be selected by a ladder
F or GIr
S
uring pring tournament and the five girls now at
Speedball will be the spring sport the top of the ladder are Betty Al- for girls this term. However until ti~hi~, Cla~a Syverson, June Mcthe weather clears up little can be Gmms, E101se Ebbert, and Myrtle
done in organizing for the game. Moore.
Speedball, a combination of soccer
The first scheduled tennis match
and field ball, is a new sport in the is on April 29 with Linfl.eld college
athletic setup at the school and is at Linfield. At a recent tennis meetbeing played for the first time this ing the girls decided that the top
term. It is a fast game in which the five players on the ladder would
players can play with the ball with compose the team if the tournament
either their hands or feet. Eleven is not completed by the time of the
players constitute a team, and the scheduled match.

Modern Pharmacy
(Three Doors West of Postoffice)
H. W. HAGMEIER

Need a
Shave 'n a Haircut!
Or Something - ?
Go to the

Monmouth Barber Shop
I
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Phi Be~~ S_igma Holds
Irotiat1on Ceremony

Formal Dance To
Be Sponsored By
Junior Class

Formal initiation of the Phi Beta
Sigma pledges was held at Jessica
Todd Hall Saturday, April 10.
Following the ceremony a banquet
was held at the Monmouth hotel.
Lowell McMillan, president of the
organization, acted as toastmaster.
Tom Sommerv1lle welcomed the new
members and Kenneth Lunday
made the response.
Judge Rossman of the Supreme
Court of Oregon was speaker of the
evening. From more than 20 years
of experience in the courts of Oregon, Judge Rossman drew an interesting account of the functions of
the Constitution and its different
phases.

Spring term's social high light is
the junior prom, sponsored by the
junior class on Saturday, May 1 in
the physical education building.
Decorations are being planned by
Thelma Ann Graham, Robert Montgomery, and Kenneth Lunday. The
May day theme wm involve gay
maypoles and spring flowers.
Shirley Weigel, Violet Skarberg,
and Mary Staats comprise the program committee. Max Deitrick,
Pauline Christen, Helen Malcolm,
and Bruce Rankin are on the music
committee.
Patrons and patronesses for the
dance are President J. A. Churchill,
Miss Helen Anderson, Miss Clara
Trotter, Miss Dora Schefl:'skey, Miss
Hilda Swenson, Dr. and Mrs. E. F.
Five pledges •were elected into
Barrows, Mr. and Mrs. J. Black,
Staff and Key at a meeting which
and Mr. and Mrs. A. Blacke:r,by.
was held on Wednesday, April 21.
The girls selected for memberState Scholarships
ship in this service honorary are
To Be Issued May Lila Farell, Bettie Wilson, Hazel
On May 1 the names of those Abrahams, Thelma Campbell, and
high school, Normal School, and col- Georgia Bracken.
Informal initiation of the neolege students who have been selected as recipients for state scholar- phytes will be held TUesday evening, April 27. Formal initiation will
ships will be issued.
These scholarships, given for one be held the following Sunday.
Committees for the informal
year, are in the nature of credit
for all fees except the health ser- initiation are Betty Lou Williams,
vice and building fees. Anyone can Jeannette Swire, and Margaret
apply for these awards, but the law MacLean, initiation; Sybil Belshe
stipulates that at least 50 percent and Harriet Wiseman, refreshments.
of the awards must be granted to
students who have never attended Banquet Will Be Given
any institution of higher learning.
At Jessica Todd Hall

Staff And Key Elects

Five New Members

1

-!-?-!-

Judging from their efforts in
track, we think Bus Long and Arnold Turnbull should be taken into
La Danza.

As a climax to the Educational
Conference a Phi Delta Kappa and
Pi Lambda Theta banquet will be.
given tonight at Jessica Todd Hall.
Guest speakers are Dr. David
Snedden and Professor Thomas R.
Cole. The program will consist of
greetings, speeches and music.
The Phi Delta Kappa organization of o.N.S. was started a few
years ago by a group · of alumni.
This year the club is commemorating the life and work of Horace
Mann.

MONMOUTH, OREGON

Jessica Todd 1-1 JI
a

Makes Plans for

s . I A rr .
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Appointing committees for the
faculty dinner and the formal dance
was the purpose of a council meeting held at Jessica Todd Hall Sunday, April 18. The date of the faculty dinner has been set as Wednesday, April 28, and the formal is to
be held on May 7.
Committees appointed for the
dinner are: Decorations, Noreen
Connolly, chairman, Dorothy Burch,
and Nancy Kistler; invitations, Alta
Brooks, chairman, Jeanne Bartlett,
and Rachael McLaughlin; reception, Myrna Seifkin, chairman, Nellie Jackson, Verna Mae Gerrish,
Beuna Horner, Margaret McLean,
and Dora Jantzen; music and program, Lila Farrell; serving, Ellen
Ann Jones, chairman, Margaret
McArthur, Tess Wetherly, Marguerite Hall, Pauline Payne, and Alyce
Hunt.
For the formal the following girls
will serve on committees: Decorations, Olive Steen, chairman, Pauline Christen, and Helen Malcolm;
programs, Bette Frick, chairman,
Wahnetah Barger, Alice Rose Johnston; music, Vivian Reynolds; refreshments, Louise Anderson, chairman, Shirley Reed, Lucille Jungck,
Mary Young, Barbara Harris, Cleone
Watkins; patrons and patronesses,
Thelma Ann Graham; clean-up,
Mildred Canzler, Betty Opalka, and
Jo Steele; reception, Esther Adams,
Mildred Braman, Solvig Erickson,
Isabelle Edelman, Debby Lou Lever,
Virginia Furst, and Anna Mutti.

SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1937

Schedule of Points
Listed By Committee
In order to reward those students
who have participated in extracurricular activities, the awards
committee of the student council
drafted a schedule of points for
service.
According to the new system,
which was accepted by the student
body by a two to one vote, the
points will be tallied as follows:
Those activities receiving 10 points
are sports editors, news editors, society editors, exchange editors, advertising managers, assistant business manager, junior manager and
department heads on the Lamron
and the Norm; vice-president of the
associated students, presidents of
classes, student council members,
and members of Choir and Chorus,
Phi Beta Sigma, Theta Delta Phi,
Sigma Epsilon Pi, Crimson o, La
Danza, Collecto Coeds, and staff
and Key.
Five points are given to other
members of the Lamron and Norm
staffs, vice-presidents of classes,
class secretary-treasurers, presidents
of the three honoraries, presidents
of the associated men and women
students.
Three points are awarded to the
presidents of Crimson o, International club, Staff and Key, and
Collecto Coeds.
To the under officers of Staff and
Key, Collecto Coeds, county groups,
International club, Phi Beta Sigma,
Sigma Epsilon Pi, Theta Delta Phi,
Crimson 0, and La Danza, two
points are given.

Sigma f psi/on Pi
Will Pledge New
Members Monday
Pledging of 18 members into Sigma Epsilon Pi, women's scholastic
honorary, will take place in the assembly on Monday, April 26, with
Helen Wetherell, club president in
charge. Candidates for member~hip
must have had an A or B average
for one term.
New members of the organization
are Isabella Armitage, Clara Syverson, Irene Williamson, Rachel McLaughlin, Clarice Brandt, Iva Lillian Anderson, Jessie Houck, Margaret Murphy, Martha Burt, Marguerite Hall, Pearl Fowler, Hazel
Wolford, Ros e Tolonen, Vivian
Reynolds, Grace Bialkin, Ruth Buck,
Bessie Dixon, and Sylvia Sweringen.
A formal initiation wlll be held
Monday evening, May 3, in Jessica
Todd Hall.
Officers of the group are: Helen
Wetherell, president; Cleora Eggiman, secretary; Kathleen Jensen,
warden.
-!-?-!Hay fever has become an epidemic since the barn dance.

B.F.BUTLER
DENTIST
133 S. Warren Street

MUSIC FESTIVAL COMING
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(Continued From Page One)
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per grade groups.
·rhe art department is very fortunate in that Miss Ruth Faison
Shaw, internationally famous figure
in the realm of creative art. is to
be a featured speaker at the c11nference. Miss Shaw established her
European reputation through her
work in her own school in Florence,
Italy. She was invited to give a.
course of lectures on art education
at the Sorbonne at Paris, France.
At the present time Miss Shaw is

cowboy song; by harmonica band,
Chevrolet
Bruce Eckman, director.
"National Hymn," warren; "Al
Sales and Service
Merry Life," Denza;
ac ful Night,"
THE REX
Beethoven; upper grade chorus,
CONFECTIONERY
Mrs. Hutchinson, director.
Halladay's Garage
"Hail Columbia," Phyle; "Indian
"We Make Our Own
Tale," Wright; (American Indian
Ice Cream!"
sketches) "Grand Opera selection,"
: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
arr. Maddy; orchestra, Miss Mitch- 1936 5-Tube Jackson-Bell
ell, director.
Spring Time
"Oregon State Song," Murtagh; Radio - used very little about ha.It
Price - $12.00
DRESSES
Arnold Arms Gives Tea established in NewYorkCity, teach- "Star Spangled Banner," Smit h; by
ing
and
demonstrating
her
theories.
chorus and orchestra, Miss Mitchell,
$1.95, $2.49 and $2.98
George Cooper Hardware
Sunday, April 18, the women at Miss Shaw is best known in the director.
We have just received a remarkable assortment of latest Arnold Arms held an informal tea United States as the originator of
styles in flowered and pastel for the faculty members of the Ore- "finger painting." This new techgon Normal School. Pouring at the nique and medium for a child's undresses.
tea were Miss Helen Anderson, Miss hampered self-expression was first
Crider's Dept. Store
Katherine Arbuthnot, Miss Clara brought to the attention of the art
Knee-length Hose in popular Trotter, and Miss Laura Taylor.
world at the International Congress
new shades at 25c, 49c and 79c
of New Education held in Nice.
Phone 99
CONFERENCE MEETS TODAY
This morning Miss Shaw is schedFRESHEST OF VEGETABLESuled for a lecture which is to be
(Continued From Page one)
BEAUTY BOX
Everything for a quick and easy meal followed by a demonstration of
of Washington. Professor "finger painting." This new techVisit our store and get acquainted with our
Eyebrow & Lash Dyeing University
Cole was recently elected to the nique will be introduced to a group
"Smiling., Courteous Service"
board of directors of the Washing- of grade children in the MonmCJuth
Finger Waves - 25c
ton Educational Association as a Training School, thus illustrating
Elsie Davis
Phone 6503
representative of institutions of her theory in the most practical
higher learning.
method possible. In the afternoon
Another prominent speaker to be Miss Shaw will be free for individheard today is Miss Hebeler of the ual conferences in Room 26 in
CADY'S
Ellensburg Normal School in Wash- Campbell Hall. There will be a gen MARKET
ington. For several years Miss Heb- eral art exhibit which will present
Another Shipment of Joan-Hollywood Blouses
eler has been director of training at work both from the students in the
Fresh as California Flowers - Beautifully made, perfectly
SOMETHING NEW
Ellensburg. She is a graduate of Normal and from children in the
styles.
Exquisite Organdies and Sheers made into the daintiColumbia University Teachers' Col- truining schools.
In Shirts, Pajamas and Socks
est, most feminine Blouses imaginable!
lege of New York and is recogr.ized
Teachers
and
educators
int,ir·.'
;tFor the Men!
as a leading advocate of progressive ed in health education will be pleaseducation in Washington. During ed to know that Dr. Annette Pr,eL'ln
Phone 62
Monmouth, Ore. her visit to the Oregon Normal
of the National Society for PrevP.nFREE DELIVERY
campus Miss Hebeler will address tion of Blindness of New Yorlc City
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . : . t h e primary, intermediate, and up- is scheduled to address the health
; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... panel this afternoon. During the
morning Dr. Phelan will ,.vork in
connection with the primar1 department. All extensive health exhibit will present. among other
things, some of the latest devices
for testing and preserving the visHave a Hamburger or a Bowl of Chili and
ual ability and health of children.
Another prominent educator on
a Cup of Coffee at
the campus today is Dr. Joseph H.
Foth of Rochester University in New
York. Dr. Foth, an outstanding
Fountain Service
Fine Meals
Open 'Til Midnight
Quick Service
economist, has been lecturing in
Portland recently.
-------------------------------'
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